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Abstract. Fast generation of a large prime is important to enhance
security. However, primality test of prime generation takes long time.
Therefore, primality tests are combined to speed up. A combination of
trial division and Miller-Rabin test (TD combined test hereafter) is the
most popular combination. GCD operation and Miller-Rabin test combination (GCD combined test hereafter) is also popular and easily alternative to TD combined test. Although the performance of TD combined
test has been analyzed and optimized, GCD combined test has scarcely
been analyzed. In this paper, we present a probabilistic analysis on the
total running time of GCD combined test for smart mobile devices. Our
analysis and corresponding experiment result are very accurate with only
1-2% error. In addition, we propose a method to determine the optimal
number of small primes used in GCD primality test to speed up.
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Introduction

Cryptosystems such as RSA [1] and ElGmal [2] and signature schemes such as
DSS [3] use large primes in order to provide strong security. However, generating
large primes requires heavy computation, so efficiently generating large primes
is important. Especially, a fast generating of large primes on smart mobile devices is more important because the smart mobile devices do not have enough
computation power as much as a general processor.
Prime generation algorithm consists of a random number generation and a
primality test. Random number generation makes a n-bit odd positive integer
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randomly and primality test examines whether the generated odd random number is a prime or not. Since the primality test is much-more time-consuming
than the random number generation, developing fast primality test is important
in order to develop an efficient prime generation algorithm.
The primality test is divided into deterministic primality tests and probabilistic primality tests. A deterministic primality test certifies that a random
number is a prime with probability 1 such as Trial division [4], GCD operation [5], elliptic curve analogue [6], and Maurer’s algorithm [7]. A probabilistic
primality test certifies a random number is a prime with very high probability
such as Fermat test [5], Miller-Rabin test [8, 9], and Solovay-Strassen test [10].
Practically primality tests are combined to speed up. A popular combination
is a combination of trial division and Miller-Rabin test (or Fermat test). The
performance of this combination is analyzed by Maurer et al. [7]. They proposed
a probabilistic analysis of the expected running time for the combination. In addition, they showed how to compute the optimal number of primes used in the
trial division. The primality test combining GCD operation and Miller-Rabin
test is an alternative to TD combined test. However, the performance of this
combination has scarcely been analyzed. In this paper, we introduce a probabilistic analysis of the expected running time for this combination and we show
how to compute the optimal number of primes used in GCD operation.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some preliminaries
briefly. Section 3 describes our contribution: the analysis of GCD combined test
and how to compute the optimal number of primes used in the GCD operation.
Finally, we conclude in Section 4.

2

Preliminaries

Trial
division divides a random number r by all primes less than or equal to
√
r. GCD operation computes the greatest common divisor of two integers√a
and b. If the GCD of r and the product of all primes less than or equal to r
is 1, r is a prime. However, when r is large, the running time of both primality
tests are very slow. so they are combined with Miller-Rabin test (or Fermat
test). Prime number generation algorithm that uses TD combined test consists
of random number generation, trial division, and probabilistic primality test and
the following is the pseudocode of it.
TD Combined Algorithm (n, k)
1. Random Number Generation
- Generate a n-bit odd random number r
2. Trial division on r with k small primes
- Divides r by k small primes
- If r is divided by any prime, go to Step 1.
3. Miller-Rabin test on r
- Perform Miller-Rabin Test on r
- If r passes, r is a prime. Otherwise, go to Step 1.
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Maurer [7] introduced a probabilistic analysis of the expected running time
of TD combined algorithm. Let NT rial be the number of trials until finding
a prime. Let TRN D , TT D , and TM R be the average running times of random
number generation, trial division, and Miller-Rabin test respectively. Then, the
total running time,TT otal , is as follows.
TT otal = NT rial · (TRN D + TT D + TM R )

(1)

2
≈ 0.347n. Let Tdiv and
In here, if the length of r is n-bit, NT rial = n·ln
2
Tmr be the running times of one division and one MR test respectively. k is the
number of small primes used in trial division and pi is the ith odd prime number,
p1 < p2 . . . < pk . Then, TT D and TM R are as follows.
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Therefore, TT otal with k small primes is as follows.

TT otal = 0.347n·(TRN D +Tdiv ·(1+

X

Y

1≤j≤k 1≤i≤j

(1−

Y
1
1
))+Tmr ·(
(1− )) (4)
pi
pi
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The running time TT otal depends on k and the optimal value kopt which
makes the running time fastest is as follows [7].
gopt =

3
3.1

Tmr
Tdiv

(5)

GCD Combined Test
GCD Algorithms

The running time of GCD combined algorithm can be modeled as follows where
Tgcd is the running time of GCD operation.
TT otal = 0.347n · (TRN D + Tgcd + Tmr

Y
1≤i≤k

(1 −

1
))
pi

(6)

We first introduce two famous GCD algorithms: Euclid’s GCD algorithm and
Binary GCD algorithm by J. Stein.
Euclid(a, b)
1. If b is 0, return a
2. Otherwise, return Euclid(b, a mod b)
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BinaryGCD(a, b)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If a > b, and both are odd, gcd(a, b) = gcd( (a−b)
2 , b)
If a is odd and b is even, gcd(a, b) = gcd(a, 2b )
If a is even and b is odd, gcd(a, b) = gcd( a2 , b)
If both a and b are even, gcd(a, b) = 2gcd( a2 , 2b )
If a < b, swap(a, b)
return BinaryGCD(a, b)

In practice, two algorithms are combined to use. Euclid’s algorithm is used until
two integers have similar bit-lengths. Then Binary GCD algorithm is used.
CombinedGCD(a, b)
1. If b = 0, return a
2. If the difference of bit length of (a and b) > 2, CombinedGCD(b, a mod b)
3. If the difference of bit length of (a and b) ≤ 2, BinaryGCD(a, b)
The running time of CombinedGCD(a, b) is a sum of the running time for Euclid’s GCD in step 2 and for Binary GCD in step 3. Let TEuc and Tbgcd be the
running time for Euclid’s GCD and Binary GCD, respectively. Then,
Tgcd = TEuc + Tbgcd

(7)

In CombinedGCD(a, b), Euclid’s GCD does 2 divisions on average, so the
running time is O((1 + log q) log b), which is the running time for dividing a
by b where q is the quotient ba/bc. The running time of BinaryGCD(a, b) is
proportional to the bit length of the bigger of a and b, i.e., O(log a).
3.2

Analysis of GCD Combined Test

In GCD combined algorithm, we compute GCD of r and Πk . While the bit
length of r is fixed to n, the size of Πk is varying as k increases. We divide the
analysis of Tgcd into two cases when r > Πk and when r < Πk .
When r > Πk , Tgcd = TEuc (r, Πk ) + Tbgcd (r mod Πk , Πk ). Since the running
time for Euc(a, b) is O((1 + log q) log b), TEuc (r, Πk ) is asymptotically as follows.
O((1 + log(

r
)) log Πk ) = O(log Πk + log Πk log r − (log Πk )2 )
Πk

(8)

Therefore, the running time of TEuc (r, Πk ) can be represented as a quadratic
function of log Πk like this: TEuc (r, Πk ) = x(log Πk )2 + y(log Πk ) + z, x < 0. The
running time Tbgcd (r mod Πk , Πk ) is O(log Πk ) because (r mod Πk < Πk ), and
therefore it is a linear function of log Πk .
Tbgcd = u · (log Πk ) + v

(9)

When r < Πk , Tgcd is Tgcd (k) = TEuc (Πk , r) + Tbgcd (r, Πk mod r). Since
r < Πk , the time complexity of Euc(Πk , r) is like this.
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Πk
)) log r) = O(log r + log r log Πk − (log r)2 )
(10)
r
Because log r is a constant, Euclid(Πk , r) is a linear function of log Πk like
this: TEuclid = u0 (log Πk )+v 0 . Since (r > Πk mod r), Tbgcd (r, Πk mod r) = O(r),
which is constant time. Overall, we get the following lemma.
O((1 + log(

Theorem 1 The running time of CombinedGCD(r, Πk ) is as follows.

u(log Πk )2 + v(log Πk ) + w (r > Πk )
Tgcd (k) =
u0 (log Πk ) + v 0
(r < Πk )
for some u, v, w, u’ and v’ where Πk is p1 p2 ...pk and pi is a prime.
3.3

Comparison of the Expected and Measured Running Times

To examine the accuracy of our expected running time, we implemented GCD
combined algorithm and measured the running time for generating 512-bit primes
in 100,000 times because 512 bit primes are widely used on smart mobile devices.
When r > Πk , Tgcd (k) is computed by Theorem 1. However, TEuc (r, Πk ) is
very small enough to neglect. The following table shows that the running time
of TEuc (r, Πk ) and Tbgcd (r mod Πk , Πk ) when r is 256, 512 or 1024 bit.
256 bit
512 bit 1,024 bit
TEuc (µs) 0.96 - 1.46 1.14 - 4.28 1.58 - 10.8
Tbgcd (µs)
36
102
314
Thus, when r > Πk , Tbgcd (r mod Πk , Πk ) approximates to a linear function
of log Πk like this: Tgcd (k) = u(log Πk ) + v. Finally, we can expect the running
time of combined GCD by computing coefficients (u, v) and (u0 , v 0 ). We compute
the regression using 4 sample points for each case. The regression analysis shows
a similar result with experimental results.
(
Qk
201.3916(log i=1 pi ) − 3, 993.05 (r > Πk )
Qk
Tgcd (k) =
(11)
17.17009(log i=1 pi ) − 96, 861.38 (r < Πk )
The expected total running time can be computed by measuring TRN D and
Tmr . The following table compares the expected running times and measured
running times when 512 bit prime is generated.
r(bit) Πk (bit) k (primes) Expected (ms) Measured (ms) Error(%)
512
127
25
214
215
0.4
512
256
43
192
193
0.5
512
509
74
183
185
1.0
512 1028
131
169
171
1.1
512 2046
232
160
162
1.2
512 4092
471
157
159
1.2
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The error rate is from 0.3% to 1.2%. The result shows that a probabilistic
analysis and running time expectation for total running time of GCD combined
algorithm is quite good.
3.4

Computing kopt for optimal running time

Because the running time is decreasing for a while and increasing later, an optimal point exists. We will find a integer kopt that satisfies the following equation.
TT otal (k + 1) − TT otal (k) ≈ 0

(12)

From the equation (16), we will get the followings to determine kopt .
Theorem 2 The GCD combined algorithm is fastest when k satisfies the below
equation.
k
Y
a
1
1
'
( (1 − ))
Tmr
pk+1 log(pk+1 ) i=1
pi

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a probabilistic analysis model for expected running
time of GCD combined test. Furthermore, we proposed a method to determine
kopt in order to make the running time fastest. Finally, we showed that our analysis is quite accurate by comparing the expected running time and the measured
running time.
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